Shaikh College of Education organized guest lecture on Time Management and Mind Mapping at the college premises recently. The guest speaker on this occasion was Dr. M.M. Kulkarni, Redt Professor. The event began with welcome speech and introduction of dignitaries by Dr. I.P. Sutar, Principal, Shaikh College of Education.

Addressing the gathering Dr. M.M.Kulkarni said that today people have many interests beyond their main pursuits and time always seems to be in short supply. She urged the teacher trainees to prioritize their work. If you leave important task for last moment completing them under time pressure will likely affect the quality of your work. Speaking further he advised the teacher trainees to prevent unwanted and unintentional distraction in workspace. Don’t let your time management plan be upset by workspace not being available, she added.

Speaking about the mind mapping she encouraged the students to construct their own mind map as the lecture progresses. She further said that mind mapping don’t need to think in a linear way and as ideas are presented you can easily link key ideas with your topics together.

The function resulted in great learning experience. The event was coordinated by Mrs. Akshata. K and supported by Dr. I.P. Sutar, Principal, Shaikh college of Education. The event concluded with vote of thanks presented by Ms. Tahniyat.